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Abstract 
The vertex arboricity of graph G is the minimum number of colors that can be used to color 
the vertices of G so that each color class induces an acyclic subgraph of G. We prove results uch 
as this: if a connected graph G is neither a cycle nor a clique, then there is a coloring of V(G/ 
with at most [-A(G)/2 ~ colors, such that each color class induces a forest and one of those 
induced forests is a maximum induced forest in G. This improves prior results of Brooks [ 19411, 
Kronk and Mitchem (1974/75), and LovS.sz (1966), and it is analogus to a result of Catlin 
(1976. 1979) on the chromatic number that improves Brooks' theorem. 
Kevwords. Arboricity: Vertex arboricity; Chromatic number 
1. Introduction 
We follow the notat ion of Bondy and Murty  [-1], unless otherwise stated. As in [1], 
A (G) denotes the maximum degree of G and z(G) denotes the chromatic number of G. 
The vertex arboric ity of G, denoted by a(G), is the minimum number of colors that can 
be used to color the vertices of G so that each "color class" induces an acyclic 
subgraph of G. (We use the term color class to refer either to a vertex set that induces 
one of the forests in that part i t ion of G into induced forests, or to that induced forest 
itself.) 
An easy bound on )~(G) in terms of AIG) is Z(G)<<,A(G)+ 1. The analogous upper 
bound a(G)<~F(A(G)+I)/2 7 was obtained by Chart rand et al. [5], but it is also 
a special case of an older result of Lowisz I-8], in which the stronger condit ion 
A(H)<~ 1 is also shown to hold for each color class H of G for some coloring satisfying 
that upper bound on a(G). 
The bound on z(G) was sharpened by Brooks. 
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Theorem A (Brooks [2]) Let G be a simple connected graph. I f  G is neither an odd cycle 
nor a clique, then 
x(6)~<~(6). 
Catlin generalized Brooks' result in the following form (and Mitchem [11] gave 
a short proof). 
Theorem B (Catlin [3,4]). Let G be a simple graph. I f  G is neither an odd cycle nor 
a clique, then G has a proper coloring in at most A (G) colors such that one color class can 
be chosen as a maximum independent set of G. 
The analogue to Theorem A for vertex arboricity is due to Kronk and Mitchem. 
Theorem C (Kronk and Mitchem [7]). Let G be a simple connected graph. I f  G is 
neither a cycle nor a clique of odd order, then 
a(G) <~F A (G)/2 ]. 
Our objective in this paper is to do for Theorem C what Theorem B does for 
Theorem A: we shall show that the coloring satisfying Theorem C exists such that one 
color class is a maximum induced forest, i.e., an induced forest of the maximum possible 
order. 
Matula [10] generalized Theorems A and C to allow colorings in which each "color 
class" is defined to have no (k+ 1)-edge-connected subgraph, for some fixed k~>0. 
Thus, k = 0 is the special case of chromatic number, and k = 1 is vertex arboricity. For 
k >~ 2, there is an unspecified collection of exceptional graphs (larger than the family of 
cycles and cliques), but all exceptional graphs are shown to be k-regular in Matula's 
generalization of Theorems A and C. 
Let H be an arbitrary color class of the coloring of G in at most [-A(G)/2-] colors, 
indicated in Theorem C. Harary et al. [6] showed that there is such a coloring 
satisfying d (H)~< 2, and Matsumoto [9] showed that this coloring could be achieved 
such that each color class induces paths and Kl'S as its components. 
Our two main results are the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. Let k be a natural number and let G be a connected simple graph with 
d( G ) <<.2k that is not a complete graph (if k>>. 1) nor a cycle (if k= 1). Then a( G ) <~k and 
there is a k-coloring of G such that each color class induces a forest, and such that one 
color class is a maximum induced forest in G. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected simple graph, and let k be a positive integer. I f  
A (G)= 2k + 1 then G has a (k + 1)-coloring, where each color class is a forest. Further- 
more, if G is not a complete graph then for each property below, this coloring can be 
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chosen to satisfy that property: 
(a) one color class is edgeless and one color class may be assumed to be a maximum 
induced forest, or 
(b) one color class may be assumed to be a maximum independent set. 
2. Some lemmas 
Lemma 1. Let G be a graph. I f  S~_ V(G) is a maximal vertex subset so that G[S] is 
a Jorest, then for each vertex v6 V( G ) -S ,  G [ S w { v } ] has a cycle containing v, and (f 
d~ s(V)+2>.A(G), 
then this cycle is unique. 
Proof. It follows from the maximality of S that G[Su {v}] has a cycle. Since G[S] is 
a forest and if do-s(V)+2>~A(G), then this cycle is unique. 
Corollary I. 
A(G-S)~<A(G)-2 .  
Moreover, !f A(G)<<, 4 and if G -S  contains a cycle C, then 
every vertex v~ V(C) has degree 4 in G. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1. [] 
l f  S~_ V(G) is maximal such that G[ S] is a forest, then either V(G)=S or 
~1) 
(2) 
Lemma 2. Let m>~ 3be an integer and let G be a connected simple graph with A(G)=m. 
Let S~_ V(G) be a maximum subset such that G[S] is acyclic and such that 
G-S  has a few Km-l 's as possible. (3) 
I f  G -S  has a Kin-1, the each of these holds: 
(a) For an), vertex v of this K,,_ 1, there are two neighbors of v in S, say s and s'; they 
are joined by a unique (s,s')-path in G[S]; and that path is a component of G[ S]: 
(b) G~-Km+I. 
Proof. First we prove conclusion (a). Let G and S satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2. 
By Corollary 1, 
d(G-S)~<m--2.  (4) 
If G -  S has no Kin- x, then there is nothing to prove. Let H =~ K~ x be a subgraph of 
G-S ,  and note that by (4), H is a component of G-S .  Pick any vertex v~ V(H). By the 
maximality of S, 
do_s(V)+ 2=A(G)=m.  
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By Lemma 1, there are distinct vertices and s' in S such that vs and vs' are edges in 
a unique cycle C of GESw{v}]. 
We claim that C is a component of G[Sw{v}]. If not, then C has a vertex z with at 
least 3 neighbors in Sw{v}, and hence at most m-3  neighbors in G-(Sw{v}). Then 
(3) is violated when S is replaced by Sw{v}-  {z}. 
Thus, C -  v is an (s, s')-path in G ES], and it is a component of G I-S]. This proves (a) 
of Lemma 2, and only (b) remains. 
Set So=S, let Ho be a Kin-1 is G-So,  and pick vertices Vo,Vx~V(Ho). By (a) of 
Lemma 2, Vo has neighbors So and s~ in S = So such that G IS] has a component that is 
an (So, s~)-path. Call this path P(0). Also by (a) of Lemma 2, vl has neighbors ~ and 
s] in S such that G[S] has a component P(1) (say) that is an (sl,s'~)-path. 
Suppose P(0)= P(1). Then {So, s~ } = {Sl, s'~ }, and (3)implies both that the compon- 
ent of G-(Sw{vo}-{So})  containing VlSo is a KI 1 and that the component of 
G-  (Sw{vo }- {s ~}) containing v l s~ is a Km-1. If So S'o C E(G), then (3)is violated when 
S is replaced by Sw{vo, vx } - {So, sl }. If SoS'o~E(G), then G ~-KI+ 1 follows, and (b) 
holds. 
Suppose P(0)#P(1). By (a) of Lemma 2, 
Set Sl=Sow{Vl}-{s l} .  By (3), sl is in a Km-1 of G-S1,  and we denote that 
Kr,-1 containing Sl by H1. By (5), Ho and Ha are disjoint, and since m~>3, H1 has 
order at least 2. Pick any vzeV(Hl -S l ) ,  and note that v2 has m-2  neighbors in 
G-S1,  and two neighbors in $1. 
Inductively, for i~> 2, let {sl, sl} denote the neighborhood of vi in Si-1, and define 
the subset 
s,=si_lu{v,}-{s,}. 
By (a) of Lemma 2, one component of G [Si- 1 ] is an (sl, s~)-path that we shall call P(i). 
Also, 
]Si]=]SI and G[Sz] is acyclic, (6) 
and Si has the property that 
G-S i  has as many Kin-l's as does G-S .  (7) 
Hence, si must be in a KIn_ a in G-  Si, and we denote this K,,_ 1 by Hi. Since m/> 3, we 
can arbitrarily pick vi+l~ V(Hi--sl). Denote two neighbors of vi+l in Si by s~+a nd 
S'i+ 1 . 
Since G is finite, there is a least natural number k such that Hk overlaps ome Hj for 
some j such that 0 ~<j < k. Without loss of generality, suppose that j = 0. Also, suppose 
that k is minimum in the sense that no other choice of si's and vi's in the sequence 
(UO, V l ,S I , I )2 ,S  2 . . . . .  Vk, Sk) would yield a shorter such sequence. By (5), k~>2. Since 
j=0,  the minimality of k implies that Hk is a component of G[V(Ho)W{Sk}--{vl }],
and hence that in G, Vo v l s l v2 s2 ""VkSk VO is a (2k + 1)-cycle. Of course, Sk~ { SO, S~ }, and 
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without loss of generality, we suppose 
Sk=So. (8) 
It also follows from the minimality ofk that the P(i)'s (O<~i<<,k) are disjoint paths, and 
that they are all components in G[So] as well as in the respective G[&_ 1]'s (1 <~i~k). 
We consider the relation of P(k) and P(0). Recall that P(k) is the (Sk, s;,)-path (and 
also a component) in G[Sk 1] and also in G[So]. Also, P(0) is an (so,s'o)-path in 
G[So] that is also a component of G[So], too. This and (8) imply P(O)=P(k), and 
S'o=SL (9) 
By (3) and by (8), So and Vk are in a K,,_ 1 in G-(Sw{ Vo } -{So } ), and we denote this 
K,, i by J. By the definitions ofvo and So and since Sot V(J), G[ V(J)w{Vo] ] is a Kin. 
Similarly, by (3) and by (9), s~ and Vk are in a Km ~ in G-(Sw~Vo ] -  {S'o } ), and we call 
this one J', and similarly (by the definitions of Vo and s; and since S'o~V(J')), 
G[V(J')w[Vo}] is also a Kin. 
First suppose that SoS'oCE(G). Then G[ V(J)w V(J')] is a Kin+ 1, and by A(G)=m 
and by the connectedness of G, we have (b) of Lemma 2. 
Finally, suppose that SoS'oq~E(G). Then G[Sw{vo~] has a unique cycle C(0)(say) 
containing the path SoVoS'o, and since SoS'oq~E(G), C(0) has length at least 4. Hence, 
So has degree 2 in G[Svo{t,o}-{S'o}]. (10) 
Consider the vertex c'keV(J'), where J '  is that aforementioned K,,_~ in 
G--(Svo{Vo }- {s{)}). By(a) of Lemma 2, the two neighbors ofvk in Svo {Vo} - {s~] each 
have degree 1 in G[Svo{Vo}-{s'o}]. But this violates (10), since one of those two 
neighbors is So- Lemma 2 follows. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a connected simple graph with A(G)~<4. Suppose that S~ V(G) is 
a maximum subset such that G[S] is acyclic and such that 
the number of cycles in G-  S is minimized. (11) 
If G -S  has a cycle, then G~-K 5. 
Proof. Let G and S satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. By Corollary 1, A(G-S)<~2. 
Set So=S. Let Co be a cycle in G-So and pick vlEV(Co). By Lemma 1, there is 
a vertex sleSo adjacent o vl in G such that sly1 lies in a cycle of G[Sow{Vl}]. Set 
$1 =Sow{V1 }-{s~ }. By A(G)~<4 and the maximality of S, Sl is adjacent o at most 
2 vertices in V(G)-Sa. If sl is adjacent o only one vertex in V(G)-S1, then $1 
violates (11). Hence 
sl is in a cycle in G-(So-{S1}). (12) 
Inductively, for i~> 0, we have an Si such that 
G[Si] is acyclic such that G-SI  contains as few cycles as possible. (13) 
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By ( l l )  and by the hypothesis that G-S  has a cycle, G-S i  also has a cycle Ci. Let 
vi+ 1~ V(Ci), We argue as before to conclude that there is a vetex si+ l~Si such that 
Si+lVi+ 1 is in a cycle in G[Sik.){Vi+l} ]. (14) 
Set S i+ l= Siu{ vi+ 1 } -  {s~+l}. Since G is a finite graph, it will eventually occur that 
some cycle Ck overlaps Cj for j  < k. Without loss of generality, we assume that j  = 0, for 
otherwise we can reassign subscripts and start with Cj. By Lemma 1, Sk and va must 
have the same neighbors in Co-{v l  }. 
Let w and x be the two neighbors of Vl in Co. Then w, xeN(Sk). By (2), w and x have 
degree 4 in G and so each of them is adjacent to exactly one vertex of So-{Sk}. 
Therefore, if wx CE(G ), then G [So u { w, x } - { s~ } ] is a forest, contrary to the maximal- 
ity of ISol. Thus wxsE(G)  and so by (2), Co is a 3-cycle. Thus Lemma 3 follows from 
Lemma 2 with m=4.  [] 
Corollary 2. l f  G is a connected simple ,qraph with A ( G ) <~ 4, then either G ~-K 5 or G can 
be partitioned into two vertex disjoint forests, one of which is a maximum induced forest 
in G. 
Proof. Let S be a max imum subset of V(G) such that G[S] is a acyclic and such that 
(3) is satisfied. If G-S  has a cycle, then by Lemma 3, G~=Ks. If G--S is acyclic or if 
S= V(G), then a(G)~<2. [] 
3. Proofs of main results 
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove Theorem 1 by induction on k. The case when 
k = 1 is trivial. Corol lary 2 takes care of the case when k = 2. Hence we assume that 
k ~> 3 and Theorem 1 holds for smaller values of k. We shall show then that either 
G'~K2k+I or  G has the desired k-coloring. 
Let S be a max imum subset of V(G) such that 
and 
GES] is acyclic (15) 
G-S  contains a few K2k- I 'S  as possible. (16) 
By (1), each component  of G - S has maximum degree at most 2k - 2. If G -  S contains 
no g2k  _ 1, then since k >/3, it follows by induction that a(G - S) ~< k -  1. Thus a(G) <~ k 
and we are done. Hence we assume that G-  S contains some subgraphs isomorphic to 
gEk_ 1. By (15), (16) and by (b) of Lemma 2 with m=2k, we have G~K2k+l  , as  
desired. [] 
We give examples to show that the phrase "there is a k-coloring of G" in Theorem 1 
cannot be replaced by the phrase "there is an a ((G)-coloring of G". Let p be a natural 
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number, and define 
c( 2) 
Let G2p (the desired example) be the graph obtained from the complete graph K2p as 
follows: for each edge eEK2p, add 2 paths of length 2 satisfying both of these 
conditions: 
(i) The two paths of length 2 have the same ends as e; and 
(ii) The internal vertices of these length 2 paths have degree 2 in G2p. 
Thus, G2p has order 2p+2c and size 5c. Any maximum induced forest F in 
G2p contains all 2c vertices of degree 2 in G2p and one vertex of degree AIG2p), so 
I V(F)I =2c+ 1. 
Note that G2p- V(F) is a K2p- 1, so any partition of G2p into vertex induced forests, 
one of which is F, has p+ 1 classes. However, G2p can be partitioned into a( Gzp)=p 
induced forests, where each forest contains exactly two vertices of the Kzp and at most 
2 (c -  1) vertices of degree 2 in G, so the largest forest in this partition has order at most 
2c, which is less than the order of F. Thus, G2p is the desired example. 
Lemma 4. Let G be a simple graph and let R be a maximal independent subset of V(G). 
Then Jbr any vertex v in G-R ,  G[Rw{v}]  contains an edge. 
Proof. It follows from the maximality of R. [] 
Lemma 5. Let m >12 be an integer, let G be a connected simple graph with A ( G ) = m, and 
let R~_ V( G) be a maximum independent subset such that 
the number of Km's in G-R  is minimized. 17) 
I f  G -  R has a Kr,, then either G ~- K,,+ I or m=2 and G is an odd cycle. 
Proof. Let G and R satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. The case when m = 2 is trivial 
and so we assume that m >~ 3. Set Ro = R and let Ho ~ Km be a subgraph in G-  R. By 
Lemma 4, we have 
A(G--R)<~m--1. (18) 
For any vertex v~V(Ho), by Lemma 4, there is a vertex ulERo such that vul~E(G). 
Thus if IRol = 1, then we must have G~-Kr,+I. Hence we assume that 
IRIs>2. 119) 
Similarly, we may assume that, by (19), there is a vertex w~ I/(Ho) such that 
wul q~E(G). (20) 
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Fix some vle V(Ho) such that vl ul~E(G). By (17), G-(Row{V1 }-{u l  }) has a sub- 
graph HI z-KIn with Ul~ V(H~). Set R1 =Row{V~}--{ul }. Inductively, for i>~ 1, there 
is a vertex ui~Ri-1 and Ric_ V(G)--{ui} with 
[Ril=[R[ and E(G[Ri])=O (21) 
such that 
G--RI has a few Km's as possible (22) 
and such that 
G-R i  has a subgraph Hi ~ Km containing ul. (23) 
Pick vi+l~V(Hi)--{ui}. With a similar argument, here is a vertex ui+l~Ri such that 
vi+lui+l~E(G) and such that 
G--(Riw{vi+l}--{Ui+l}) has a subgraph Hi+l~Km containing ui+~. (24) 
Set Ri + l = Riw{ vi + , } - { ui + l }. 
Since G is finite, it will eventually occur that some Hi overlaps Hj for O<~j<i. 
Without loss of generality, one can assume that j = 0 and that i is minimal. Note that 
the only way that Hi overlaps Ho is that v~ and u~ have the same neighbors in 
V(Ho)-  {vl }. Thus wuieE(G) and 
G [ V(Ho)t..){ui} - {/)1 }3 ~gm" (25) 
If u l = ui or if v x uieE(G), then by (25), G [ V(Ho)w{ul }] ~ Kr,+ 1 and so Lemma 5 is 
proved. We thus assume that 
ul#ui  and vluiCE(G). (26) 
By (25), by A(G)=m, and by the maximality or Ro, any vertex in V(Ho)--{vl} has 
degree m in G. By wuieE(G) and by the fact that all the other neighbors of w are in 
V(Ho), we conclude that E(G[Row{W} - {ul}])=0. Since ul is adjacent to all vertices 
of V(Ho) except possibly vl, where ] V(Ho)I =m~>3, and by ulvxCE(G) (from (26)), it 
follows that G--(Row{W}--{ui}) has one K,, less than G--R, contrary to (17). Thus 
(26) must be false and so G_~Km+a. This proves Lemma 5. [] 
By Lemma 5, the following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 3. Let m~ 2 be an integer and let G be a simple 9raph with A(G)=m. If  G is 
neither an odd cycle nor a clique, then there is a partition of V(G) into m independent 
sets; 
V(G)= VIuV2u. . .uV, , ,  
such that for 1 ~ i <~ m-  1, 
Vi is a maximum independent set of Gi, 
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where G=Ga and Gi+ l =Gi -  Vi. 
It is clear that Corollary C generalizes both Theorem A and Theorem B. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a connected simple qraph with A(G)=3 and let R~_ VIG) be 
a maximum independent subset such that 
G-  R has a few cycles as possible. (27) 
if G -  R has a cycle, G ~- K4. 
Proof. Let G and R satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6. Set Ro = R. Let Co be a cycle in 
G-R.  Pick a vertex vaeV(Co). By Lemma 4, there is a vertex Ul~Ro such that 
vl ul eE(G). Set R~ = Row{V1 }-{ua }. By the maximality of R and by (27), G -R~ has 
a cycle containing Ul. Inductively, we can find uieRi 1 and Ri ~ _ V(G)-{ui+~ with 
[Nil =[RI and E(G[Ri])=O, such that (27) holds with R replaced by Ri. Then by 127) 
and by the existence of Co, there is a cycle C~ in G-Ri  containing u~. Choose 
Ui+l~V(Ci)-{ui}. Then by Lemma 4, one can find ui+aeRi with Vi+lU i+lEE(G ). 
Then define R~+l=R~w{v,+~ }-{u~+a }.Again, we may assume that Co overlaps C, 
for some i>0. Thus u~ and vl have exactly the same neighbors. Suppose that w and 
x are in V(Co) such that wvl,xvl,wui,xuieE(G). 
We claim that Co is not a 3-cycle. If Co were the 3-cycle xvlwx in G-R  and if 
Ul =ui, then G[ V(Co)w{ul}] is a K4 (and Lemma 6 holds), because ul is adjacent o 
vl and ul is adjacent to x and w. If Co were the 3-cycle xv~ wx and ifu~ Cu~, then 127) is 
violated: G[(G--R)w{u~}--{x}] has fewer cycles than G-R,  because its maximum 
degree is at most 2 and the component containing ug has vl as an endvertex. 
Thus [V(Co)I~>4 and so w and x are nonadjacent in G, by A(G)=3. Hence, 
E(G[Row{W,X}-{ui}])=O, contrary to the maximality of ]R[. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall show (b) of Theorem 2 first. Choose a maximum 
independent subset R~_ V(G) satisfying (17). By Lemma 4 A(G-R)<<,2k. Apply 
Theorem 1 to each component of G-R :  then either a(G-R)<~ k and we are done, or 
G-R has a Kzk+l- When G-R has a K2k+l ,  by Lemma 5 with m=2k, we have 
G'~K2R+2, a contradiction. This proves (b) of Theorem 2. 
To show (a), we assume that k~>2 first. Choose a maximum subset S~_ I/(G) such 
that G [S] is acyclic and such that (3) holds with m = 2k + 1. By (1), each component of 
G-  S has maximum degree at most 2k -  1. Then choose a maximum independent set 
R in G-S  satisfying (17) with each component of G-S  replacing G in (17) and with 
m=2k-  1. By Lemma 4, A(G-(SwR))<~2k-2. If k=2 and G-(SwR) has no cycles, 
or if k >~ 3 and G-(SwR) has no subgraphs isomorphic to K2k-1, then by Theorem 1, 
we have a(G--(SwR))<~k--1, and so a(G)<~k+l and (a) of Theorem 2 holds. 
If k ~> 3 and G-(SwR)  has a Kzk_ 1, then by applying Lemma 5 to the components 
of G-S,  we conclude that G-S  has a Kzk and so by Lemma 2, G has a K2k+2. Since 
G is connected and since A(G)=2k+l, we must have G~-K2R+2. If k=2 and 
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G- (SwR)  has a cycle, then along with Lemma 2 we use Lemma 6 in place of Lemma 
5 to conclude that G ~ K6. 
Now consider the case when k= 1 and A(G)=3.  Again we choose S~ V(G) as 
above. By (1), each component  of G - S is either a K1 or a K2. If all are Kl 's,  then (a) of 
Theorem 2 holds. Thus G-S  has a K2. By Lemma 2 with m=3,  G~-K4. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. [] 
It is easy to see that a(K2k ) = k with each color class inducing an edge, and this is the 
only way to color V(K2k ) with k colors. In this sense, Theorem 2 is best possible. 
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